GROW REVENUE, INCREASE PROFIT MARGIN AND IMPROVE PERFORMANCE WITH CLOUD AUTOMATION

You’re looking for multi-tenant cloud management software that speeds and simplifies provisioning. Your customers want a rich self-service experience from a portal. Your solution needs to support your current catalog, offer flexibility for future product directions and can never bring your infrastructure down because of software upgrades or configurations.

You need to support current offerings on your existing hosted infrastructure, but also need a platform that captures customers going directly to hyperscale public clouds like AWS, Azure and GCP. Your solution should also be flexible enough to accommodate future strategic shifts like a change in hypervisor or support for new services.

Snow Commander is an award-winning cloud automation software solution that delivers a rich customer experience in a branded portal with true hypervisor and cloud platform neutrality. It also integrates with your entire product catalog, including managed services or Disaster Recovery, into a single easy-to-use platform.

Time to value and ease of use:
• Lower operating cost through automation
• Speed up provisioning times
• Give your customers a self-service option
• Integrates seamlessly with current infrastructure
• Automate your entire product catalog
• Attract new customers
• Grow revenues with existing customers

Snow Commander was our #1 choice over VMware VRA/VCD... Its ease of use is unmatched.

Cloud Services Architect, Leading Cloud Service Provider

OPERATES IN BOTH GREENFIELD AND BROWNFIELD ENVIRONMENTS

As a service provider, we understand that you have existing customer workloads already operating on your virtualized infrastructure. Commander was designed to overlay seamlessly across your existing architecture, allowing you to immediately start delivering self-service to your clients.
COMMANDER FEATURES

PROVISIONING AUTOMATION AND APPLICATION DEPLOYMENT
Automate the end-to-end delivery and continuous management of infrastructure and application services. With configurable maintenance windows and workflow scheduling, change orders can be automated and are easily integrated into your existing SLAs and operations processes.

RICH SELF-SERVICE EXPERIENCE
Enable personalized self-service IT for end consumers through easily customizable service catalogs. Optionally delegate commands like power controls, console access, snapshots or any other actions, all in a fully multi-tenant solution.

BILLING AND PRODUCT COSTING
Provide visibility into virtual asset costs. Commander enables IT cost reporting and supports chargeback or showback reporting based on an organization’s policies. It also analyzes costs across multiple platforms and integrates with the billing platform.

MULTI-HYPERVISOR AND PUBLIC CLOUD MANAGEMENT
From a platform-neutral, single console, Commander analyzes, manages and orchestrates across private, public and hybrid cloud environments.

CONSOLE PROXY
Commander provides an optional proxy appliance that allows customers secure console access to their VMware and HyperV VMs. This allows you to secure your virtualized infrastructure behind a firewall while still permitting your users console access to their VMs.

INTELLIGENT PLACEMENT AND CAPACITY MANAGEMENT
Improve IT resource utilization and prevent sprawl across virtual and cloud environments through rightsizing, intelligent workload placement and reclamation of resources.

ONBOARD EXISTING PUBLIC CLOUD RESOURCES
Customers with existing AWS/Azure accounts may want to keep them to themselves, but need a service provider to provide a self-service experience for them, and bring these resources under management.
Commander self-service automation process for public cloud brokering allows your customers to directly enter their AWS/Azure/GCP account credentials, and automatically assign the resources directly back to that customer’s specific multi-tenant view. Public cloud credentials remain known only to the customer, ensuring security and peace of mind for their public cloud accounts.

INTEGRATIONS AND REST API
Whether you’re using Zerto, ServiceNow, Veeam or another 3rd party system, Commander’s existing integrations and extensive REST API allow you to integrate with all of your existing back end systems to make automating processes simple and straightforward. With Commander, you can automate processes such as customer on-boarding, billing and asset management, or create custom automations to address your specific needs.

CUSTOM BRANDING
Snow allows you to brand the service portal with your logo, colors and brand look-and-feel, making it easy for you to introduce Commander as an integral part of your overall services.

WHO USES SNOW COMMANDER? ONLY THE WORLD’S BEST.
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ABOUT SNOW SOFTWARE
Snow Software is changing the way organizations understand and manage their technology consumption. Our technology intelligence platform provides comprehensive visibility and contextual insight across software, SaaS, hardware and cloud. With Snow, IT leaders can effectively optimize resources, enhance performance and enable operational agility in a hybrid world. To learn more, visit www.snowsoftware.com.